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A recent study in a calculus-based introductory physics course found that students performed significantly

better on vector addition and subtraction tasks when questions were given in the i jk representation instead of an

“arrows-on-a-grid” representation. This study also presented evidence that working knowledge of the i jk format

was necessary to correctly perform vector operations in the arrow format, which has instructional implications

for algebra-based introductory physics, as many associated courses and texts extensively use the arrow format

and neglect the i jk format. We conducted a study of students in an algebra-based introductory physics course

where students were given no explicit instruction on the i jk format, but had received instruction on the arrow

format. We find that at the end of the semester algebra-based introductory physics students perform significantly

higher in the i jk representation than in the arrow representation on both one- and two-dimensional problems.

Our findings imply that these students may also benefit from the use of i jk in class or as part of instruction.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vector addition and subtraction is an essential component

to correctly analyzing many topics covered in a typical in-

troductory physics sequence. Student difficulties with vector

operations have been extensively documented [1–8], and this

work aims to add to our understanding of their difficulties and

identify possible underutilized student resources in the con-

text of an algebra-based introductory physics course at a large

public research university.

Students typically enter a physics course with little use-

ful vector knowledge [1, 2]. While instruction can lead to

gains in performance, vector addition and subtraction tasks re-

main quite difficult for students in both algebra- and calculus-

based courses after one semester of instruction, and this de-

ficiency leads to further difficulties in mastering the physics

content [2–4]. Further investigations into these difficulties

have shown: the relative position and context of vectors can

cue a particular solution (or error) [5, 6], students tend to stick

with their initial solution method [7], and that student perfor-

mance on one-dimensional vector subtraction is affected by

the vector’s relative orientation [8]. Each of these studies ex-

amined student difficulties with vectors primarily in the arrow

representation, which leaves other vector representations such

as i jk underrepresented in the literature.

The lack of studies on student performance in the i jk rep-

resentation, and specifically a comparison of performance be-

tween the i jk and arrow representations, was noted by Heckler

et al. in a paper aimed at addressing this particular issue [9].

Heckler found that students in a calculus-based introductory

course performed significantly better on vector addition and

subtraction in the i jk representation compared to the arrow

representation, and found evidence of a knowledge hierarchy:

success on vector operations in the i jk representation was nec-

essary for success in the arrow representation.

The presence of this knowledge hierarchy presents an in-

teresting question: would students in an algebra-based course

benefit from instruction in the i jk format? Heckler notes that

while “it is possible that the i jk format may prove to be too

formal and unfamiliar for ... less mathematically prepared stu-

dents”, their findings suggest that the i jk representation “is

more naturally and hierarchically fundamental for applying

vector sum and difference operations”. A sampling of popular

algebra-based textbooks seems to reflect the “i jk is too for-

mal” view, showing a complete absence of the i jk representa-

tion (though using components through ~Ax, Ax, or Ax), while

frequently using the arrow representation in the introduction

of vectors [10].

The objective of this work is to determine whether students

in an algebra-based course, without any explicit instruction

in the i jk method, would perform better on vector addition

and subtraction in the i jk representation, similar to students

in the calculus-based course reported in [9]. We also inves-

tigate whether this difference is uniform across a variety of

relative vector orientations or restricted to a particular subset.

In the next section we will describe the population studied,

collection methods used, and the format of the vector ques-

tionnaire. We then present and analyze the results for one-

and two-dimensional vector operation problems, and subse-

quently look at differences in performance for different rela-

tive orientations of vectors. Lastly, we end with conclusions

and ideas for future study.

II. METHODS

Participants in this study were students enrolled in a

first-semester (Mechanics) introductory physics course. The

course was algebra-based (college algebra and trigonome-

try are pre-requisites), and is primarily populated by pre-

professional life science students. There was a single lecture

section consisting of 155 students, and the lecture comprised

a mix of traditional and Peer Instruction methods, meeting 3

times per week with weekly online assignments [11]. The as-

sociated lab is not required for enrollment in the lecture. The

author of this paper was the instructor for the lecture section

under study.

The assessment was given as a required online assignment

during the last week of class. Students were given full credit

for completion, and were asked to explicitly consent to having
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FIG. 1. Example of the arrow and i jk formats used in the survey.

Since only the vertical components have opposing signs, this was

categorized as a “Yo” question.

their responses analyzed. All who did not answer “yes” (by

answering “no” or leaving the response blank) were removed

from the analysis. There were 120 participants in the study,

giving a participation rate of 77%. Students were randomly

chosen to receive either the i jk or arrow assessment, and the

number of participants was N = 57 for i jk and N = 63 for ar-

row. Students were not told if their answers were correct upon

submission. They could complete the assignment at any loca-

tion and any time during the week, and were given three hours

to do so once they had viewed the research consent question.

The survey consisted of 28 multiple-choice questions, and

each question contained a response box where students were

asked to explain their answer. The questions contained a va-

riety of one- and two-dimensional addition and subtraction

tasks with varying vector orientations in the following order:

six 1D addition questions, six 1D subtraction questions, eight

2D addition questions, and eight 2D subtraction questions.

The vectors and tasks in each version of the survey (i jk or

arrow) were identical and presented in identical order. A sam-

ple of the representations is given in Fig. 1. The vectors across

operations were identical and presented in identical order (the

third 2D addition question and the third 2D subtraction ques-

tion used identical vectors). All questions were in a generic

mathematical context, e.g., no deliberate physical context.

III. RESULTS - OPERATION & REPRESENTATION

The results of the survey are shown in Fig. 2. Scores

were higher in the i jk format for addition and subtraction

in both one and two dimensions, with only scores for one-

dimensional addition within one standard error. A 2-way

ANOVA on the one-dimensional responses show that both

the effects of vector operation and representation were sig-

nificant. Scores were significantly higher in the i jk for-

mat compared to the arrow format [F(1) = 6.9, p = 0.0096],

and significantly higher for addition compared to subtraction

[F(1,118) = 60.8, p < 0.0001]. There was a significant in-

teraction between the factors in one dimension [F(1,118) =
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FIG. 2. Correct responses for one- and two-dimensional vector op-

erations in the arrow and i jk formats. Scores were higher in the

i jk format (N = 57) compared to the arrow format (N = 63), while

scores for subtraction were lower than scores for addition. Error bars

represent ±1 standard error (SE).

9.3, p = 0.003], which can be seen in Fig. 2 with subtrac-

tion significantly more difficult than addition in the arrow for-

mat compared to the i jk format. Scores for addition were

95.3% (i jk) compared to 93.6% (arrow), and for subtraction

the scores were 85.4% (i jk) compared to 70.4% (arrow).

In two dimensions, a 2-way ANOVA shows that both the

effects of vector operation and representation were signif-

icant. Scores were significantly higher in the i jk format

compared to the arrow format [F(1) = 16.1, p = 0.0001],

and significantly higher for addition compared to subtrac-

tion [F(1,118) = 27.9, p < 0.0001]. In contrast to the one-

dimensional case, there was no significant interaction between

vector operation and representation. Scores for addition were

91.7% (i jk) compared to 75.8% (arrow), and for subtraction

the scores were 81.4% (i jk) compared to 58.5% (arrow).

A. 1D - Effect of Question Type on Correct Response

The one-dimensional questions can be further broken down

into subcategories that characterize the operation and vector

orientation. Here we adopt the nomenclature from Ref.[9]:

ppp for a rightward vector added to a rightward vector (“pos-

itive plus positive”), ppn for a rightward vector plus a leftward

vector (“positive plus negative”), pmp for a rightward vector

minus a rightward vector (“positive minus positive”), and pmn

for a rightward vector minus a leftward vector (“positive mi-

nus negative”). Students were given three questions in each

category in the following order: ppp, ppn, pmp, and pmn.

Student scores for both representations in each of these cat-

egories are shown in Fig. 3 along with a reproduction of the

corresponding figure in Heckler et al. [9, Fig. 2].

Pairwise t-tests between categories within each representa-

tion show significant differences across vector operations re-

gardless of orientation (subtraction is always harder than addi-

tion), but not across orientation within a given operation (sub-
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FIG. 3. Comparison of student scores by question type in one dimen-

sion. Top: student scores for the algebra-based course in this study.

Bottom: a reproduction of Fig. 2 for student scores in a calculus-

based course from Ref. [9]. Both populations show high scores for

addition regardless of orientation or representation, while subtraction

scores are lower in the arrow format, particularly for subtraction of

oppositely-aligned vectors (pmn). Error bars represent ±1 SE.

tracting two aligned vectors is not significantly different than

subtracting two opposing vectors), with the p-values listed in

Table I. Our findings parallel those of Heckler with i jk scores

higher than arrow scores regardless of category, but differ in

that we find a significant difference between addition and sub-

traction in the i jk format for the algebra-based students in

this study [9]. Additionally, the only subtraction category that

showed a significant difference between the arrow and i jk for-

mat was pnm [t(118) = 3.8, p < 0.001]. These differences

are likely due to the lower score on i jk overall compared to

Heckler’s students, which may be due to the absence of i jk

instruction.

TABLE I. Left: p-values for pairwise paired t tests across operation

categories in the arrow representation. Right: p-values for pairwise

paired t tests across operation categories in the i jk representation.

The comparison between ppp and ppn could not be done in either

representation due to identical means. ∗ indicate significance at the

p < 0.05 level after Bonferroni correction for multiple tests (five).
† indicate significance at the p = 0.06 level after correction.

pmn pmp ppn pmn pmp ppn

pmp 0.08 - - 0.18 - -

ppn < 0.001∗ < 0.001∗ - 0.01† < 0.001∗ -

ppp < 0.001∗ < 0.001∗ - 0.01† < 0.001∗ -

B. 2D - Effect of Question Type on Correct Response

The two-dimensional questions can also be divided into

subcategories. Here we categorize two vectors as “Aligned”

(A) if both components have the same sign, “X Opposed”

(Xo) if the horizontal components have opposite signs, “Y

Opposed” (Yo) if the vertical components have opposite signs,

and “Opposed” (O) if both components have opposite signs.

In all questions the first vector pointed “right and up”. Stu-

dents were given 2 questions per category in the following

order; A, Xo, Yo, and O, first for addition and then for sub-

traction. Student scores in both representations for each ori-

entation are shown in Fig. 4. Since the 2-way ANOVA for

the two-dimensional questions showed no significant interac-

tion between vector operation and representation, we analyze

the performance across orientations separately for the i jk and

arrow representations.

Figure 4 shows that in the arrow representation there is no

significant variation in student performance across vector ori-

entation within a given operation (e.g., they perform the same

on addition regardless of if the vectors are aligned). Perfor-

mance on addition tasks was significantly higher than for sub-

traction for all orientations, using pairwise t-tests (p < 0.05)

and correcting for multiple (four) comparisons.

In the i jk representation, after Bonferroni correcting for

multiple (six) comparisons, a significant difference in per-

formance across orientation within operations was found be-

tween Xo (75%) and O (89%) for subtraction [paired t(56) =
3.24, p = 0.002]. This contrasts with the arrow representa-

tion where there were no significant differences across ori-

entations within a given operation. An additional (and curi-

ous) difference is that there is not a significant difference in

student performance between addition and subtraction tasks

within the “Yo” and “O” orientations (after Bonferroni correc-

tion). Figure 4 shows that performance on addition and sub-

traction tasks for i jk-O questions is nearly identical, which

contrasts with the significant difference found in the analo-

gous one-dimensional case between i jk ppn (96%) and pmn

(88%) question types. These results suggest that performance

of this student population is independent of the relative orien-

tation of vectors for the arrow representation but not for the

i jk representation, and this comes after no explicit instruction

on the i jk method.
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FIG. 4. Student performance on two-dimensional vector addition

and subtraction questions in i jk and arrow formats across different

relative orientations of vectors. Error bars represent ±1 SE.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The main result of this study shows that students in an

algebra-based introductory physics class perform better on

vector addition and subtraction in one- and two-dimensional

problems given in the i jk format rather than the arrow for-

mat. This is perhaps unexpected given the lower mathemat-

ical preparation level of the students and the absence of any

explicit i jk instruction in the course. In light of this finding,

the lack of i jk or a similar method in many introductory text-

books at the algebra level is surprising [10].

We are careful to note, however, that we only tested the

students on successful completion of the vector operations,

not whether they could interpret their answers correctly in

a mathematical or physics context, or if they could success-

fully translate between representations. It is possible that with

the multiple-choice format of the exam the i jk representa-

tion cued the students into an algebraic mode of problem-

solving, “adding numbers” rather than thinking about vectors

as a whole. Selection effects may also be present since not

all students participated in the study. Even with this reserved

interpretation, our results suggest a resource that could be uti-

lized by instructors and students to assist with mastery of vec-

tor operations in both representations. This is supported by the

evidence (for students in a calculus-based course) of a knowl-

edge hierarchy between the i jk and arrow representations [9].

For problems in one dimension, our results are in agreement

with those that previously found no effect of vector orienta-

tion on student performance for addition (arrow and i jk) and

subtraction (i jk). While students did perform better on sub-

traction in the arrow representation of aligned (pmp = 75%)

than opposing vectors (pmn= 66%), in agreement with [8, 9],

our results did not rise to the level of statistical significance.

In two dimensions, we found that vector orientation in the

arrow representation made no observable difference for addi-

tion or subtraction, but did make a significant difference in

the i jk representation for subtraction. We also found that stu-

dent performance on vector addition and subtraction was not

significantly different in the i jk representation for vectors in

which horizontal and vertical components had opposite signs.

This counter-intuitive result, that students do not suffer a “sub-

traction penalty” for opposing i jk vectors, but do in every

other i jk category, warrants further study.

Future work will investigate if the increased performance

on i jk remains when questions are posed in a physical con-

text and the possibility of a knowledge hierarchy between the

i jk and arrow representations for students in an algebra-based

introductory physics sequence.
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